Item 6.11

BRIEFING NOTE
Capital and Operating Budgets for 2021-2022
PURPOSE:

To consider the draft Capital and Operating Budgets for the fiscal year
April 1, 2021 to March 31, 2022, and to consider whether any changes to
the Registration fees for the coming fiscal year are warranted.

OUTCOME

Decision on Capital and operating budgets, Registration fees and payment
plans.

NATURE OF
DECISION



Strategic



Regulatory Processes
& Actions



Other:
Financial

PROCESS:
Activity:
Results:
Overall Timing:
Steps/Timing:

Presentation, discussion.
Decision on fees and payment plan, direction on the budget.
35 minutes
1.
An overview of each of the two
10 minutes
budgets will be presented by the
CEO.
2.
Discussion of the key implications 10 minutes
of the draft budgets.
3.
Q&A, discussion by Council.
10 minutes
4.
Motion/Acceptance
5 minutes

BACKGROUND:
Each year in January, the Senior Management Team typically presents an Operational Plan as
well as an Operating Budget and Capital Budget in support of that plan and the on-going
infrastructure of the College.
Due to on-going irregular1 operations within the College, the Operational Plan is not yet
completed; however, the activities that will be included will be those that are on-going from the
last year and the Governance Review implementation activities.
The draft Capital Budget for 2021-2022, along with two years of estimates, is attached to this
briefing note as Appendix 1 for the Council’s consideration.
The draft Operating Budget for 2021-2022, and two additional years of estimates is attached to
this briefing note as Appendix 2 for the Council’s consideration.

College operations are irregular due to several factors including: COVID-19 and remote operations, medical leave
of the Director of Communications (role being filled by CEO), and parental leave of Director of Operations (role
being partly filled by CEO).
1
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DISCUSSION POINTS:
Budget Timing
Normally, the budget is presented to the Council for acceptance in January in order to have a
budget in place prior to the start of the fiscal year to which it applies. Under the Council’s former
quarterly meeting schedule, the January meeting represented the last opportunity to meet this
objective.
Now that the Council has moved to a six-meeting cycle, the March meeting now represents the
final opportunity to have the budget accepted prior to the start of the next fiscal year.
This means that the Council should not feel pressured to accept this budget and, depending on
decisions surrounding registration fees, the CEO may prefer to take the budget back to the
finance and senior staff members for revisions prior to re-presenting it for acceptance.
Capital Budget
A Capital Budget is a budget allocating money for the acquisition or maintenance of fixed assets
such as land, buildings, and equipment (Oxford Dictionary). A simplistic view of a Capital
Budget is that the purchases made are added to the College’s asset list and are depreciated
over a defined period.
In the coming year, capital expenditures have only been identified for computer equipment that
has been noted as at or will hit the estimated life expectancy. Each computer or other electronic
equipment is purchased and is assigned a timeframe by which it is expected to fail. The intent is
to maximize the lifespan but to replace the equipment prior to failure.
The only other equipment to be replaced is the dishwasher which will only be replaced once
there is a clear indication that the College will be ending its remote operations.
Regardless of whether we purchase this equipment, the funds to enable the replacements as
they are needed must be included in the Capital Budget.
The total Capital Budget (Appendix 1) for 2021-2022 is $9,200, over $10,000 less than the
$19,400 set out last year.
Operating Budget
The total Operating Budget (Appendix 2) for 2021-2022 is as follows:
Revenue
$3,323,039
Expense
$3,454,234
Net Result
$(131,195)
Revenues
Revenues have been calculated using the following high-level assumptions.
• Registration fees will be returned to their normal level, although the CPI increase would
not be added for this year. Please see section below addressing fees.
• Applications for Registration will be as they would normally be on an annual basis, as
would the issuance of initial applications.
• Examinations will run as normal with the typical number of candidates per session as the
College has seen with regularity prior to COVID-19, and a small increase has been
noted for those who may not have been able to complete examinations that were
cancelled in the prior year.
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•
•

Inspections will be delivered as normal for new premises and the first of the 5-year
inspections will be initiated.
Professional corporations will continue to grow in number, albeit a small growth, but
existing corporations will renew.

As Chief Executive Officer, I must note for the Council that these revenues have been
developed based on a high degree of “normalcy” that may not yet exist. COVID-19 will continue
to impact our operations and revenues well into the fall until a large percentage of the
population is vaccinated. As of today, that is expected to be September 2021, but it would be
foolhardy not to expect that this timeframe may slip.
Unfortunately, no degree of “crystal balling” will be able to shed light on what is about to
happen. As a result, we need to contemplate risk mitigation approaches. One mitigation
approach is to guarantee the revenue that is available to us, such as Registration fees from
renewals.
Expenses
Expenses have been calculated using the following high-level assumptions.
• Council and all Committees will predominantly meet via Zoom, with an allocation made
for one in-person meeting for training for Council and ICRC (dependent on government
restrictions). This significantly reduces meeting expenses such as travel,
accommodations and meals.
• Allocations for training have been increased as there is a need for training (and retraining) in unconscious bias, human rights etc.
• Hearing costs have been increased based on an analysis of the matters currently before
the ICRC and the likelihood of a referral. The complexities of these cases have also
been taken into consideration.
• ICRC program costs have been increased in the area of external consultants
(investigators) again due to the increasing complexity of the matters under investigation.
• Under operations, legal fees have been increased based on the experience of the past
year.
• Rent costs have remained essentially the same as the College is committed to the
current lease until the end of February 2023; however, the timing will allow the College
to consider what the future footprint of the College will need to be given our experience
of working from home.
• Staff salaries and benefits have been increased by both an inflationary factor, as well as
pay-for-performance bonus or salary increases to ensure that the College remains as
competitive as possible in order to retain its staff.
• Important regulatory processes, including Peer & Practice Assessments and Inspections
have been included in the budget on the assumption that the current lockdown will be
lifted in February or March.
• Website programming has been completed, although a small allocation has been
included for the final programming of the College’s new database, as well as for
necessary upgrades and programming adaptations.
Registration Fees
The College is aware that many Registrants have been asking what, if anything, the College will
do with its fee structure for the coming registration year (April 1, 2021 to March 31, 2022). In the
prior fiscal year, the College reduced Registration fees by 40% and deferred payment until late
September due to the COVID-19 pandemic. This was primarily because in early March, all nonessential services by regulated health professions were halted.
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There are several considerations for the Council in contemplating any fee reduction for the
coming registration year.
Approach of other Colleges
An analysis of the data from other regulatory Colleges and any changes made to fees indicates
that two Colleges reduced fees, CONO (by 40%) and the College of Medical Radiation and
Imaging Technologist of Ontario (by $90). Several Colleges deferred payments and several
more instituted payment plans.
Overwhelmingly, most Colleges did not change fees and there is no indication that any fee
reductions are being undertaken for the next fiscal year.
Approach of the Associations
As part of the development process, the College has contacted both the Canadian Association
of Naturopathic Doctors (CAND) and the Ontario Association of Naturopathic Doctors (OAND)
about what they might be considering.
The CAND advised that they have not changed their fees in some time and will not do so for
2021.
The OAND has advised that they have taken several measures:
• The discounted membership rate for NDs in first and second year of practice has been
extended so both groups remain at their discounted rate for another year.
• NDs in their first year of practice have been provided an offset in credit for CE courses
from the OAND.
• All other membership fees for all other NDs have remained unchanged, that is, no fee
increases of any kind.
College’s Reserves
As noted elsewhere in this briefing, the anticipated deficit for the current fiscal year is projected
to be within the range of $600,000 to $700,000. Actual projections are estimating a deficit of
$668,000.
When the question of a fee reduction was discussed at the Council meeting in April 2020, it was
estimated that the deficit would result in a loss of $935,000 if the pandemic went on for a
lengthy period. Compared to those original estimates, the College has fared well, overall;
however, much of the difference is due to having received $350,000 in funding from the federal
government.
Funding for a deficit of $668,000 comes from the College’s reserves which we now project to be
reduced from $2.46 million to $1.79 million after accounting for the projected deficit in the
current fiscal year.
Reserve Policy (EL17)
In October 2020, the Council approved a new Executive Limitations Policy requiring that specific
Restricted Reserve Funds be established and maintained at specific ranges. These include:
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Restricted Reserve Fund
Investigations and Hearings
Patient Relations
Succession Planning
Business Continuity
Total Restricted Reserves

Target Range
$1,000,000 to $2,000,000
$100,000
$50,000
$3,000,000 to $4,000,000
$4,150,000 to 6,150.000

Current Amount
$0
$89,704
$0
$75,385
$165,089

The College is expected to have a minimum of $4,150,000 in the Restricted Reserve Funds. As
noted above, as of the date of preparing this briefing note, the current Restricted Reserves are
$165,089 and Unrestricted Reserves are at $2.46 million.
In preparation for the close of the third quarter of the current fiscal year, instructions have been
relayed to the finance and accounting staff to reallocate those reserves into the specified funds
as follows:
• Investigations and Hearings - $1,000,000
• Patient Relations - $0 2
• Succession Planning - $50,000
• Business Continuity - $1,000,000.
This leaves $417,386 in Unrestricted Reserves (retained earnings).
The Council will be asked to provide funding for the current deficit from the Business Continuity
Fund, the purpose for which the fund exists. This will leave $332,000 in that fund moving into
the next fiscal year.
Regulatory Experience of the College during COVID-19
As Council members are aware, the circumstances impacting the profession and regulatory
Colleges are evolving. That said, the College needs to reflect upon its experience in this past
year, including the following observations.
•
•
•

Regulatory work was reduced last year, primarily the Peer & Practice Assessments and
Inspections. Both programs must be reinstated moving forward in order for the College to
properly meet its mandate.
Regulatory work in other areas, including Complaints, Reports, Discipline and Examinations
has increased over the past year, due in part to the pandemic.
Staff willingly gave up any pay-for-performance increases or bonuses for the best interest of
the College last year. It would be unfair to ask the staff to do this for a second year in a row,
especially given the increased workloads in many areas. It is of critical importance that the
College retains the staff team it has in place at this time given the skills of these people.
Failure to adjust salaries will likely result in an increased level of staff turnover.

The primary rationale for providing a fee reduction in April 2020 was due to the profession being
prohibited from practicing. Today, the profession can provide health care services to the public,
albeit primarily on a remote basis but in-person when it is essential to do so. The current stay at
home order is exempted for health services so Ontarians can and will continue to seek those
services.

2
In accordance with EL17, just prior to the close of this current fiscal year, the Patient Relations Fund will be topped
up with $10,296 from the Unrestricted Reserve Funds.
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Payment Plan Recommendation
Prior to the Council deliberating what relief it might consider for the profession, a
recommendation is now being brought forward to allow the Chief Executive Officer to institute a
payment plan for Registrants that does not comply with the College’s by-laws.
The College, having moved to a new database system, has access to a more streamlined preauthorized debit system than previously available. The CEO would like to launch a new
payment plan program, however, to make it more advantageous to the Registrants and more of
a COVID-19 offset, Council is being asked to accept the following proposed program changes:
• Section 18.04 of the by-laws requires that the Registration fees set out in Schedule 3 of
the by-laws be adjusted by the Consumer Price Index –
o It is proposed that this adjustment, albeit minor, be waived.
• Paragraph (i) of section 18.08 (Payment Schedules) requires that 35% of the annual fee
for the coming year be paid by March 20th –
o It is proposed that this be waived for the coming year, instead, the College will
collect pre-authorized debits on a straight line of 10 equal payments, being made
on the 5th day of each month, beginning in April 2021.
• Paragraph (ii) of section 18.08 requires the CEO to designate the amount of payments to
be made –
o The payments will be in the amounts of $160.90 for Registrants who hold a
General Class certificate of registration and $80.70 for Registrants who hold an
Inactive Class certificate of registration.
• Paragraph (iv) of section 18.08 requires that a Registrant who wishes to participate in
the program must pay an enrolment fee as set out in the by-laws. That fee is currently
set at $153 –
o It is proposed that this fee will be waived, and that no enrolment fee will be
charged in the coming registration year.
• Finally, the Operating Policies of the College do not permit a Registrant who has
previously participated in the program and who has defaulted in making a payment to
participate in the program –
o It is proposed that this requirement also be waived.
Other rules surrounding the payment plan will remain in place, including the following conditions
of a default in payment:
• Any default of payment will result in a $35 insufficient funds fee be levied.
• Default of any fee will result in all remaining fees being due to be paid within 30 days.
• Nonpayment of the fees within the 30 days will result in the suspension of the Registrant
for non-payment of fees.
Registrants will not be obligated to participate in the payment plan; however, they will be given
the opportunity to do so upon logging into the website to renew their Registration.
Options for consideration
The primary responsibility of the Council is to ensure that the College continues to exist and can
perform its role as mandated in legislation. The College exists to serve the public interest and
enhance patient safety.
In light of these and other circumstances described in this briefing note, the Council may wish to
consider several avenues for the College to continue to provide some relief to the profession.
The College’s reserves are not depleted and the projected deficit for next year’s budget is
sufficiently low that it can be accommodated within the reserves. Council does have some
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flexibility in terms of how it might wish to proceed, although it should be noted that a second
40% reduction would all but deplete the reserve funds.
Another important factor to note when considering various levels of discounting Registration
fees for the coming year, it would also mean that the College will not be able to allocate any
monies to any of the new or existing Restricted Reserve Funds or Operational Reserve Funds,
as the College will not be generating a surplus.
What Council may also wish to consider is the amount of funds that remain in the Business
Continuity Fund ($332,000) and whether it wishes to provide this as a form of Registration fee
relief to the profession.
Should Council wish to essentially deplete what remains in the Business Continuity Fund, then it
might approach the situation by providing at reduction of $200 for Registrants in the General
Class and $100 for Registrants in the Inactive Class:
Class
GC
IN

# in Class
1524
155

Discount
$200
$100

Cost by Class
$304,000
$15,500

This would leave $12,500 in the Business Continuity Fund which would be used to offset the
Registration fees of new Registrants in the coming year. The following table sets out the overall
costs of the discount for varying amounts of discounts on the fees.
Class
GC (1524)
IN (155)
Total
ANALYSIS

-$200/-$100
$304,000
$15,500
$319,500

-$175/-$75
$266,700
$11,625
$278,325

-$150/-$50
$228,600
$7,750
$236,350

-$125/-$25
$190,500
$3,875
$194,375

-$100/$0
$152,400
$0

Risk Assessment – The following is a more comprehensive risk assessment. Please refer to the
attached document Understanding the Risk Analysis Terminology for information.
Risk Category
Risk Type
Hazard
People
Property
Liability
Net Income Loss
Operational

People

Process
Systems
External events

Financial

Market
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Assessment
Not applicable in this matter.
Not applicable in this matter.
Not applicable in this matter.
Not applicable as Net Income loss based on declining
revenues is not the result of a hazard (peril).
As budgets include salary dollars, there is always a
risk that the College is not able to keep up to the
compensation levels of the employment market pay
and loss of personnel may occur.
Launching a payment plan in a new system will
require a new process and the risk of error exists.
The new database will process payment plans and
there is a low risk that the new system might fail.
Payment processing will rely on the bank to properly
process and report on the receipt of funds. Registrants
to ensure monies are in account on pre-set day of
monthly withdrawals.
Declining interest rates result in a lower return on the
College’s investments. The budget is not largely
reliant on these revenues. Additionally, the College is
January 27, 2021
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Credit

Strategic

Price
Economic
Environment

Demographics

Political

Reputation

subject to changes in the market as they impact the
profession. Should the government shut down the
health care sector again, there is risk to the College’s
funding, in particular as it relates to the credit risk
described below.
The introduction of the payment plan makes the
College a creditor and subjects the College to a risk of
default in payment. The role of the College does
provide it with sufficient leverage such that there is no
history of loss in this regard.
Not applicable in this matter.
The College is subject to changes in the economic
environment based on the ability of the profession to
provide services to patients, overall market
sustainability could impact the profession and
therefore the College.
Under normal circumstances, the number of
Registrants will grow annually by a small amount as
the number of new Registrants exceeds the number of
retiring/resigning Registrants. This may change in the
future with an aging population.
The political environment has a degree of instability
and uncertainty due to the COVID-19 pandemic and a
lack of clarity as to which measures the government
may take and their impact on the economy and health
care.
Some Registrants may be once again looking to the
College for fee relief and failure to do so may impact
how they view the College. The public and
government could interpret providing the profession
fee relief, in particular if it jeopardized the
sustainability of the College, as evidence that the
College is acting in the profession’s interest as
opposed to the public interest. On the other hand, not
taking actions to ensure the long-term sustainability of
the profession could negatively impact the College’s
reputation among naturopathic patients.

Privacy Considerations – The way the budget is presented ensures that there are no privacy
implications. These may have arisen if the materials disclosed compensation rates for College
personnel and providers.
Transparency – The discussion in this briefing provides the reader and the public with
appropriate information, full disclosure (through public release of the briefing and discussion of
Council that will be open to the public) of relevant information in a timely way. The briefing
provides the context for the information and the often-competing factors which the Council must
weigh in arriving at a decision. Please see the attached document Understanding the College’s
Commitment to Transparency.
Financial Impact – This budget briefing sets out above the financial implications of the budget
for the next fiscal year.
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Public Interest – Budgets are operating road maps, and any budget must speak to the overall
financial standing, revenues and expenses for the organization which in turn allows the reader
to deduce whether the College is sustainable in the long term. The public interest is best served
if the College’s budget can demonstrate the sustainability of the organization.
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that the Council approve the waiving of the specific by-law provisions with
respect to the proposed payment plan for Registrants.
It is recommended that the Council consider the financial information provided and make a final
determination of whether it wishes to provide relief for Registrants in the form of changes to the
Registration fees.
Andrew Parr, CAE
Chief Executive Officer
January 25, 2021
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CAPITAL BUDGET 2021-2022
2021-2022
Computer Equipment

Total Comp Equip
Furniture and Fixtures

2022-2023

Laptop (with docking station) - 1
Power Back Up-1
Wifi Wireless Access Points-2
Computer Accessories (mice,
keyboards, headsets, etc.)
Labour/Deployment
Monitors-3
Desktop Printers-1

$
$
$

2,700.00
1,200.00
600.00

$
$
$
$

1,000.00
300.00
900.00
1,000.00

Dishwasher-1

$

1,500.00

Laptop (with docking station) - 5
Labour/Deployment
Desktop Printers-1
Computer Accessories (mice,
keyboards, headsets, etc.)
Monitors-2
$

$

2023-2024

$13,500.00
$1,500.00
$1,000.00

Laptop (with docking station) - 6 $
Labour/Deployment
$
Monitors-2
$
Computer Accessories (mice,
keyboards, headsets, etc.)

$1,000.00
600.00

7,700.00

$

Office Chairs--10

$

16,200.00
1,800.00
600.00
$1,000.00

17,600.00

8,500.00

$ 19,600.00

Guest/Reception Chairs-6
Misc New Furniture

$
$

1,500.00
20,000.00

Total Furnit. & Fixtures

$

1,500.00

$

8,500.00

$ 21,500.00

Total Budget

$

9,200.00

$

26,100.00

$ 41,100.00

**Please note in 2023-2024 additional costs have been allocated to furniture and fixtures due to College being in a new office space**
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OPERATING BUDGET
2020-2021
Budget
% of Bud.
REVENUES
Registration and member renewal fees
Examination fees
Defferred capital funding
Incorporation fees
Ordered costs recovered
Inspection fees
Interest
TOTAL REVENUES
EXPENSES
Salaries and benefits
Rent and utilities
Office and general
Consulting fees
Consultants - general
Consultants - complaints and inquiries
Consultants - assessors/inspectors
Exam fees and expenses
Legal fees
Legal fees - general
Legal fees - complaints
Legal fees - discipline
Council fees and expenses
Hearings (Discipline, Fitness to Practise)
Amortization/Depreciation
Insurance
Equipment maintenance
Audit fees
Public education
Education and training
Printing and Postage
TOTAL EXPENSES
EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER EXPENSES
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2021-2022
Estimate % of Est.

2022-2023
Estimate
% of Est.

$ 2,877,889
$ 292,000
$
$
23,150
$
16,000
$ 110,000
$
4,000
$ 3,323,039

87%
9%
0%
1%
0%
3%
0%

$ 2,975,281
$ 292,000
$
$
24,950
$
16,000
$ 170,000
$
4,000
$ 3,482,231

85%
8%
0%
1%
0%
5%
0%

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,075,942
340,000
26,150
16,000
160,000
10,000
3,628,092

85%
9%
0%
1%
0%
4%
0%

$ 1,621,321
$ 307,052
$ 156,134

47%
9%
5%

$ 1,774,268
$ 315,404
$ 191,728

47%
8%
5%

$
$
$

1,779,936
198,728
204,182

50%
6%
6%

$
$
$
$

19,600
128,000
53,700
267,703

1%
4%
8%
8%

$
$
$
$

94,800
128,000
76,200
283,124

3%
3%
8%
8%

$
$
$
$

9,800
128,000
89,700
290,261

0%
4%
8%
8%

$
43,432
$ 101,572
$ 276,000
$ 200,934
$
34,619
$
16,715
$
31,000
$
48,380
$
16,500
$ 106,695
$
22,966
$
1,912
$ 3,454,234

1%
3%
8%
6%
1%
0%
1%
1%
0%
3%
1%
0%

$
45,391
$ 102,279
$ 243,000
$ 186,059
$
42,367
$
20,526
$
31,620
$
49,356
$
17,160
$ 129,571
$
17,737
$
2,013
$ 3,750,603

1%
3%
6%
5%
1%
1%
1%
1%
0%
3%
0%
0%

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

46,343
103,087
168,000
182,796
26,228
24,952
32,253
110,392
17,846
101,130
21,661
2,053
3,537,347

1%
3%
5%
5%
1%
1%
1%
3%
1%
3%
1%
0%

$

90,745

$ (131,195)

$ (268,372)
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UNDERSTANDING THE RISK ANALYSIS TERMINOLOGY
The risk analysis provided to Council as part of its briefing process is becoming more sophisticated. New terminology will begin to be introduced
that may be unfamiliar to many Council members and stakeholders. The table below provides information to allow a reader to interpret the
information being provided.
RISK CATEGORY
HAZARD

OPERATIONAL

People

Risk Type

Type Description
Loss of key people.

Property

Damage or destruction.

Liability

Claims, and cost of defense claims.

Net Income Loss

Net Income loss from hazards.

People

Risks from people selected to run an
organization.

Process

Procedures and practices of an organization.

Systems

Technology or equipment owned by an
organization.

External Events

Failure of others external to an organization.
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Indicators
Sudden and unforeseen loss of CEO or
senior staff due to resignation,
retirement, death or illness.
Property damage due to fire, weather
event, earthquake etc.
Cost of defending a liability claim or
awards paid due to a liability claim.
Loss of Net Income (after expenses) from
any of the above noted hazard risks.
Education, professional experience,
staffing levels, employee surveys,
customer surveys, compensation and
experience benchmarking, incentives,
authority levels, and management
experience.
Quality scorecards, analysis of errors,
areas of increased activity or volume,
review of outcomes, internal and external
review, identification of high-risk areas,
and quality of internal audit procedures.
Benchmark against industry standards,
internal and external review, and analysis
to determine stress points and
weaknesses.
Suppliers unable to provide or deliver
supplies, or consultants unable to
complete projects on time or on budget.
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FINANCIAL

Market risk
Credit risk
Price risk

STRATEGIC
(external to an
organization)

Economic environment
Demographics
Political
Reputation
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Currency price, interest rates, commodity
price, equity price, and liquidity risk.
Risk of people in an organization lent money
to defaulting.
Risk of prices of an organization’s products or
services, price of assets bought or sold by an
organization.
GDP changes, inflation, financial crises, and
international trade.
Changing landscape of people, i.e., aging.
Changes in the politics where an organization
operates.
Damage to the reputation of the organization
based on decisions taken or perils
encountered.

January 27, 2021

Interest rates, savings, and return on
investments.
If the College were to lend money or
credit to Registrants, the risk of
defaulting.
Price increases of supplies, consultants,
and personnel.
GDP, CPI, and Interest rates.
Aging population, lower birth rates.
Changes in government or government
policy, locally, regionally, or nationally.
Confidence and trust of stakeholders, the
public, and Registrants.
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UNDERSTANDING THE COLLEGE’S COMMITMENT TO TRANSPARENCY

To help protect the public, the College and its Council are committed to transparency. This means
providing Ontarians with the tools to make informed decisions, and ensuring that our own decisionmaking processes are easily understood.
The College and its Council have adopted the Transparency Principles developed by the Advisory Group
for Regulatory Excellence (AGRE), a working group of health regulators, as the framework for its
decisions.
The following table summarizes the transparency principles adopted by the Council.
Principle
Information to foster trust.

Improved patient choice and
accountability.
Relevant, credible, and accurate
information.
Timely, accessible and contextual.

Confidentiality when it leads to better
outcomes.
Balance.
Greater risk, greater transparency.
Consistent approaches.
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Description
The mandate of regulators is public protection and safety.
The public needs access to appropriate information in
order to trust that this system of self-regulation works
effectively.
Providing more information to the public has benefits,
including improved patient choice and increased
accountability for regulators.
Any information provided should enhance the public’s
ability to make decisions or hold the regulator
accountable. This information needs to be relevant,
credible, and accurate.
In order for information to be helpful to the public, it must
be;
a) timely, easy to find, understandable and,
b) include context and explanation.
Certain regulatory processes intended to improve
competence may lead to better outcomes for the public if
they happen confidentially.
Transparency discussions should balance the principles of
public protection and accountability, with fairness and
privacy.
The greater the potential risk to the public, the more
important transparency becomes.
Information available from Colleges about Registrants and
processes should be similar.
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